Comparative study of persulfate oxidants promoted photocatalytic fuel cell performance: Simultaneous dye removal and electricity generation.
Introducing peroxymonosulfate (PMS) and peroxydisulfate (PDS) into the photocatalytic fuel cell (PFC) system were investigated by comparing the Reactive Brilliant Blue (KN-R) degradation and synchronous electricity production. The two persulfates (PS) themselves are strong oxidant, and could be activated and as electron sacrificial agent in the PFCs, facilitating the photoelectrocatalysis and expanding redox to the entire cell space. Hence, the two established PFC/PS systems manifested prominent cell performances, enhancing the KN-R decomposition and electric power production relative to the virgin PFC. Thereinto, the KN-R removal rate of PFC/PMS was faster than that of PFC/PDS, but an opposite trend appeared in the electricity generation. Besides, the cell performances of the two cooperative systems were evaluated at different operation conditions, including PS dosage, solution pH, and irradiation strength. Moreover, the dye elimination principle was explored by radicals scavenging experiment, and the consequence revealed that hydroxyl radical (HO•), sulfate radical (SO4•-) and singlet oxygen were chief active species in the PFC/PMS, and HO•, SO4•- and superoxide anion played the key roles in the PFC/PDS. Furthermore, the calculated economic indicator demonstrated that the economy of the two synergistic processes were greater than that of UV/PS and solo PFC, and the PFC/PDS was more cost-effective than PFC/PMS.